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obvious conclusions. In the first place, diversity of race
and of interests dictated that it should be a federation and
not a legislative union. To have proposed such a union
would have been to court failure with the French-
Canadians, and probably with the people of the Maritime
Provinces. Moreover, the distances between the various
Provinces were so great as to necessitate a more complete
system of local self-government than is necessary in
European countries. In the next place, it should be noted
that the federation was accomplished in a country where
there were no very large towns with a well-organized
artisan population, so that a cautious Conservatism char-
acterized the founders of the Dominion. In temperament
and sympathies men like Cartier, Macdonald, and even
Brown, far more resembled the type of the founders of
the American Constitution than they resembled the Radical
statesmen who framed the Australian Constitution. It is
not without significance that whereas that Constitution
provides for its alteration by the people of Australia acting
under prescribed rules, the British Parliament is still the
authority to which resort must be had when the Dominion
Constitution requires amendment.
The British North America Act is further noteworthy
as being a federal Constitution to a great extent drafted
by men who were in favour of a legislative union. We
know from Lord Blachford's Letter* how leading a
part was played by John A. Macdonald at the meetings
in London which finally settled the form of the Act; but
his influence at the Quebec Conference had been at least
as powerful. It is to this influence that ye may trace
some features of the measure. Consider the half-hearted
character in which the federal idea is worked out in the
provisions with regard to the Senate. Of so little
importance has the Senate proved as a bulwark of the
federal principle that in the case of the representation in
that body of the new Provinces the attempt was at first

